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Innovative ideas for a changing geoscience: moving toward a sustainable
world by attending to its complexity
Abstract
Rapidly changing environmental and social conditions require
thinking outside boxes and pioneering unconventional practices.
But not just any innovative line of thought or novel practice will
be a positive response to the major problems of our time; some
might make things worse.
How can we recognize
unconventionality that orients us toward being more
sustainable rather than less? Conventional thinking – that
which is embedded throughout culture and is generally
accepted – includes the assumption that the complexity of the
world is a problem to be simplified, solved, or avoided. Seeing
things simply means that we objectify complexity as a
characteristic of what we see around us (earth systems are
complex; society is complex); but we find no subjective meaning
for complexity. More encompassing theories of complexity
include complicity – the entanglement of the nominally
objective with the subjective. These framings of complexity
help us step “outside” unsustainable cultural assumptions to
generate new worldviews.

I discuss the work of philosopher Paul Cilliers on critical
complexity as a guide to imagining a dual perspective in which
simplifying (e.g., reducing, objectifying) and attending to
complexity (e.g., relational thinking) work together. Simplifying
has been a traditional thought process for scientists, including
geologists. We can think of simplifying as an “eye” on the
world; developing a new “complex eye” doesn’t detract from
science but through synthesis leads to a kind of depth
perception that we now lack. Cilliers’ insights into organization
direct our attention to organizational boundaries: why they exist
and why they are as they are.
Within academia,
transdisciplinarity – orienting ourselves toward real-world issues
rather than discipline-bounded priorities – is an entry point to
bring complexity thinking to research and teaching. Attending
to complexity in course design and pedagogy doesn’t have to
displace traditional course objectives. I describe designing a
course on quantitative analysis of earth systems data for
undergraduate and M.S. students at West Chester University
that is organized to reveal complicity while simultaneously
teaching methods of exploratory data analysis needed by
scientists.
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Innovative ideas for a changing geoscience:
moving toward a sustainable world by
attending to its complexity
Three parts
1. Problems of science & scientism
2. Philosophy of critical complexity
3. Teaching toward sustainability
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GSA Special Paper 502 (2013)
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Columbia University Press, 2007

The simplifications and assumptions involved in
reducing this complexity to equations and
numerical models cause a deviation from reality
such that models are unable to provide realistic
predictions of coastal behavior. Nonetheless (and
despite criticism from geologists), models… are
now a standard weapon in society’s assault on the
world’s coasts.

Victor Baker: The scientific process includes the objective and subjective
The famous engineering design failures
of history occur “when design criteria do
not capture real-world complexities…”
(Baker, 1996)

Baker, V., 1996, Modeling geology – The
ideal world vs. the real world, Perspective
2, GSA Today, May 1996, 8-11.

The real world is far too complex for description alone to
ever capture… A scientifically useful model embodies
abstracted components of reality’s totality,… components
that the model’s inventor perceives to be important, and
the ordered structure of these components is what is
meant by the “system” that is modeled (Baker, 1996)
The world is understood “not in a detached
manner as a mere source of data, but as a
complex interpretive structure, in which the
investigator is immersed.” (Baker, 2017a)

Baker, V., 2017a, Debates – Hypothesis
testing in hydrology: Pursuing certainty
versus pursuing uberty: Water Resources
Research 53, 1770-1778.

Victor Baker: Science in an age of scientism – a prevailing worldview
“It is one of the great myths of our time
that science constitutes a repository of
authoritative knowledge. This myth sustains
the view that action can be confidently
based on that authority.” (Baker, 2007)

Baker, V., 2007, Flood hazard science,
policy, and values: A pragmatist stance:
Technology in Society 29, 161-168.

“…reductionism is part of a scientism that holds
the public imagination that infallible Earth
science is as possible as is the astronomical
prediction of a solar eclipse.” (Baker, 1996)
“[E.O.] Wilson’s vision [of consilience] coheres
with that of those who would promote a new kind
of scientism, one that ultimately views science as
knowledge and power” (Baker, 2017b).

Baker, V., 2017b, Interdisciplinarity
and the earth sciences: Transcending
limitations of the knowledge
paradigm: Oxford Handbook of
Interdisciplinarity, 2nd edition.

Solutionism and solutionist language
“…the vast majority of decision-makers ask their
consultants to give them ‘solutions’ that can solve
problems once and for all… to treat complex
problems as if they were complicated ones.”
“To those actively engaged in managing
water, the inherent complexity is
obvious, and it is clear that water
management requires consistent
attention and is never risk free.”
“…solutionist language denies the
dynamic reality of water systems and
reflects misplaced confidence in human
capability.”

Poli, Roberto, 2013, A note on the
difference between complicated
and complex social systems:
Cadmus 2(1), 6 p.

Cockerill, Kristan, 2022,
When “solutions” are the
problem: Water Resources
IMPACT 24(1), 17-18.

Summary: two problematic viewpoints on complexity
Scientific perspective
We have to simplify natural complexity
to model it; but our modeling tends to
oversimplify; models fail to be useful
and may even be harmful.

Scientistic/solutionist perspective
Society (policymakers, funding
agencies, risk assessors, economists,
the public) expects scientists to do what
is impossible in a complex world:
provide simple, accurate, risk-free, and
unchanging solutions..

Why do we need philosophy?
“A viewpoint involves assumptions
used by its holder without thinking
about them. Instead of scientific
testing, viewpoints must be
evaluated by philosophical
questioning (Baker, 1996).

‘‘The main concern of
philosophy is to question and
understand very common
ideas that all of us use every
day without thinking about
them’’ (Baker, 2017a).

Example: climate change

“…by urgently stepping up our efforts, and pursuing the most ambitious path.”

https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/08/1097362

Which efforts should we urgently increase?
Which path should we follow ambitiously?
Conventional wisdom:
• Reduce emissions of GHG – fast!
• Increase use of renewable, non-polluting primary energies
• Adapt to ongoing change (wildfires, floods, sea level rise)
• Increase resilience to future warming and climate surprises

Cause

Effect

Which efforts should we urgently increase?
Which path should we follow ambitiously?
Gary Backhaus suggests that our “path” is part of the
problem!
• Climate change isn’t “caused” by CO2 emissions
but by an unsustainable worldview shared by
many people
• Climate change is a symptom of that worldview,
and updating our worldview is the way forward
• Widely accepted liberal positions about climate
change are “too shallow for the goals of
sustainability.”

Backhaus, Gary, 2009,
Automobility: Global warming as
symptomatology: Sustainability 1,
187-208; doi:10.3390/su1020187

Why do we need philosophy?
“A viewpoint involves assumptions used by
its holder without thinking about them.
Instead of scientific testing, viewpoints must
be evaluated by philosophical questioning
(Baker, 1996).

When we say:
• Be innovative
• Think creatively
• Be unconventional
• Use your imagination
• Think outside of the box

‘‘The main concern of philosophy
is to question and understand very
common ideas that all of us use
every day without thinking about
them’’ (Baker, 2017a).

The “box” we need to think outside
of is defined by scientific and
scientistic/solutionist worldviews.

What kind of philosophy do we need?
A philosophy that will be congruent with complexity in both its objectified and subjective
forms.
• Objectified complexity – “The world is complex!”
• Subjective complexity – “The investigator is immersed in a complex interpretive
structure.”
Paul Cilliers (1956-2011)
• Most complexity publications, 1998 - 2013
• Papers collected in Critical Complexity:
Collected Essays (published by de Gruyter in
2016)
• Work continued by collaborators:
Rika Preiser
Oliver Human,
Minka Woermann

Cilliers, Paul, 2000, What can we
learn from a theory of complexity?,
Emergence 2(1), 23-33.
Cilliers, Paul, 2001, Boundaries,
hierarchies, and networks in
complex systems, International
Journal of Innovation Management
5(2), 135-147.

“The aim of this article is to investigate the implications of a general theory
of complexity for social institutions and organizations, such as business
corporations” (Cilliers, 2000).
Complexity in a nutshell – a description
• Large number of elements interacting dynamically by exchanging
energy or information
• Nonlinear interactions
• Direct and indirect feedbacks
• Open systems operating far from equilibrium
• Distributed memory and their behavior depends on their history
• Unexpected behaviors (emergence)
• Adaptive reorganization of structure

Objectified complexity

Objectified complexity

These few implications of complexity theory for organizations can be spelled
out in more detail but only in the context of specific organizations and their
contingent conditions. (Cilliers, 2000).
What can we learn from a theory of complexity?
• Interaction is necessary; relationships are fundamental.
• The openness of a system means that stable states are not are not desirable.
• The boundaries of a complex system are dynamic and not clearly defined
• What a system will do depends on its context and history
• Unpredictable and novel characteristics may be desirable or undesirable; we have to
be prepared for the unexpected
• Small causes can have large effects & vice versa
• Complex organizations cannot survive when there is too much control

These few implications of complexity theory for organizations can be spelled
out in more detail but only in the context of specific organizations and their
contingent conditions. (Cilliers, 2000).
What can we learn from a theory of complexity?
• Interaction is necessary; relationships are fundamental.
• The openness of a system means that stable states are not are not desirable.
• The boundaries of a complex system are dynamic and not clearly defined
• What a system will do depends on its context and history
• Unpredictable and novel characteristics may be desirable or undesirable; we have to
be prepared for the unexpected
• Small causes can have large effects & vice versa
• Complex organizations cannot survive when there is too much control
“Boundaries” are not limited to the physical,
geographical, or living: conceptual boundaries
are most relevant to subjective complexity.

Example: Modeling an ecological relationship

Linear model –
not complex

Manuel Lima, 2015, A visual history of human knowledge: TED, March 2015, 7:25/12:40

Example: Modeling an ecological relationship (cf. Pilkey & Pilkey-Jarvis, 2007)

Marine
network –
Complex!

Cod food web,
David Lavigne
Manuel Lima, 2015, A visual history of human knowledge: TED, March 2015, 7:25/12:40

Example: Modeling an ecological
relationship
Extended
network –
Too complex!

Where should we
place the boundaries
of the model?
Cod food web,
David Lavigne
Manuel Lima, 2015, A visual history of human
knowledge: TED, March 2015, 7:25/12:40

Where should we place the boundaries of a model?
This, and similar, questions are the essence of critical complexity, which calls on us to
critically examine how we include/exclude complexity in mental and formal models.
A typical unquestioned assumption is that “simpler is better.”

Consequences?
• Our models exclude complexity and appear simple and quantitative
• But the complexity ignored shows up later as environmental and social surprises!
• We live in a complex world; ignoring complexity is unsustainable!

Where should we place the boundaries of a model?
Excluding complexity gives us specificity and quantification: the simplifying eye
Including complexity gives us heuristic guidance and insight: the complex eye
Default: Model
simplified; too much
complexity unseen
Complexity

Model includes too
much complexity;
not useful

Boundary adjusted to
balance usefulness &
complexity

Complexity

Complexity

Model

Model

Paul Cilliers said: Use both eyes!

Bringing complexity to our model of teaching and learning
Do I need to bring philosophy into my classroom??
You already do – the conventional philosophy of simplification and objectivity,
which you might not even notice.
Does complexity force me to teach even more content??
Not necessarily. Considering complexity will change the way you frame
content in terms of the simplifying and complex eyes. Because your
students will be getting the “old” philosophy in many of their other courses
you can expect some questions.

An example: scientific process skills in a majors course
West Chester University, Dept. of Earth and Space Sciences
ESS 321/521 Geometrics
Students learn the importance of exploratory statistics and visualization of data
as a component of their earth science skills.
• Emphasis is on exploration not on confirmation
• Data tools provide freedom for students to make decisions and to apply
their judgment
• Students can make different choices: they are complicit in making the data
meaningful and they are responsible for the judgments they make.

Questions that lead to exploration not solutions
What is the average monthly precipitation?
Simple: average all the data!
Complex: investigate different moving averaging windows
to find interesting patterns that could direct further
research.
N.B. The complexity is in the investigation, not in the
data!

Lutz, Tim (2021) "Adventuring into Complexity by Exploring Data: From
Complicity to Sustainability," Northeast Journal of Complex Systems
(NEJCS): Vol. 3 : No. 2 , Article 1. DOI: 10.22191/nejcs/vol3/iss2/1
Available at: https://orb.binghamton.edu/nejcs/vol3/iss2/1

Questions that lead to exploration not solutions
Where are earthquakes in a subduction zone?
Simple: Along a dipping surface (Introductory geology!)
Complex: Investigate looking at the data from different
view directions to see many patterns, several of which will
provoke thought.
N.B. The complexity is in the investigation, not in the
data!

Lutz, Tim (2021) "Adventuring into Complexity by Exploring Data: From
Complicity to Sustainability," Northeast Journal of Complex Systems
(NEJCS): Vol. 3 : No. 2 , Article 1. DOI: 10.22191/nejcs/vol3/iss2/1 A
vailable at: https://orb.binghamton.edu/nejcs/vol3/iss2/1

A prospective example: how can we get beyond scientism/solutionism in
an intro course?
Science courses are more effective in generating a scientistic outlook than a
scientific outlook
• A philosophy of simplicity can create a course in which every problem has a
solution, a uniquely correct answer for all time.
• Faculty supply solutionist language to support problem solving
• While the content of your course may be unique, scientism will be conveyed
by nearly every course your students take.
• The best students (A+) are those who develop the “best” scientistic
outlooks.

How can we get beyond scientism/solutionism in an intro course?
Explain the sequence of geologic events portrayed in the diagram.
Cross-section view
A

A, B: sedimentary; D: metamorphic
C

A

B
B

C
D

D

E

Have you used an
exercise like this on a
lecture slide, problem
set, or exam?

How can we get beyond scientism/solutionism in an intro course?
Explain the sequence of geologic events portrayed in the diagram?
Cross-section view
A

A, B: sedimentary; D: metamorphic
C

A

B
B

C
D

D

A “perfect” answer!

E

Historical sequence
1. Parent rock of “D” metamorphosed
far below surface
2. Uplift and erosion removed overlying
rock; “D” exposed at Earth’s surface
3. “B” deposited
4. Deformation tilted “D” & “B”; “B”
eroded
5. “A” deposited on eroded surface of “B”
6. “C” (dike) intruded; cut all contacts
7. Normal fault cross-cut all rocks
8. “A”, “C” and fault scarp eroded
Post – 6: “E” (batholith) intruded

How can we teach geologic concepts without
reinforcing scientistic understandings of science?

“Eyes” & perspective
It takes two eyes to live sustainably in a complex world. One that we’ve
overdeveloped…
Simplifying eye – attends to making our models (mental, formal, etc.) simple by
externalizing complexity, leading to greater utility in the short run.
And another we’ve almost forgotten…
Complex eye – attends to making our models more accepting of the functioning of
complex systems, leading to greater resilience in the long run

Recommended reading
Cilliers, Paul, 2000, What can we learn from a
theory of complexity?, Emergence 2(1), 23-33.
Cilliers, Paul, 2001, Boundaries, hierarchies,
and networks in complex systems,
International Journal of Innovation
Management 5(2), 135-147.
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